(ESTABLISHING: A SUBURBAN HOUSE WITH PASTEL BALLOONS TIED OUT FRONT.)

(OPEN ON: THREE WOMEN SIT AROUND A LIVING ROOM DRINKING WINE. A BANNER THAT SAYS “CONGRATULATIONS LISA” HANGS ON THE WALL.)

JENNY

Now that Lisa’s in the bathroom I have to confess. I decided to surprise her with some “male” entertainment.

CARRIE

No way. Strippers?

BETH

You are so bad.

(THERE’S A KNOCK AT THE DOOR.)

JENNY

That’s probably them.

(JENNY ANSWERS THE DOOR. IN WALK TWO SLUTTY MALE COPS.)
SLUTTY COP ONE

Someone here request officer assistance?

(THEY CUE SOME MUSIC, TEAR AWAY THEIR PANTS, AND START DANCING.)

SLUTTY COP TWO

Where’s the lady of honor? She might need to be frisked.

(Lisa enters from the bathroom full on pregnant.)

JENNY

There she is.

LISA

Strippers?!... AWESOME! I could definitely use some officer assistance.

(Lisa rubs her belly. The slutty cops stand there in shock.)

SLUTTY COP TWO

This isn’t a bachelorette party?

JENNY

No, it’s a baby shower. Woo!
SLUTTY COP ONE

Umm.

LISA
Officer, I’ve been a bad girl. 
I’ve been having sex WITHOUT a condom.

SLUTTY COP TWO

We can see that.

BETH
What are you gonna do to her? 
Baby proof this table?

CARRIE
Research strollers?

JENNY
Help out with some light house work?

SLUTTY COP ONE

We kinda just thought we’d take our clothes off.

LISA
Or you could keep them on and get me some ice cream.
SLUTTY COP TWO

I guess we could run out real quick after our set.

LISA

Oh yeah!

(THE GIRLS THROW SOME DOLLAR BILLS AT THEM.)

CARRIE

How about if she wanted to prop her feet up to reduce all the water retention?

SLUTTY COP ONE

I’d... help her prop them up?

JENNY

So hot!

(THEY THROW MORE DOLLAR BILLS)

BETH

But officers. None of us know how to change a diaper.

SLUTTY COP TWO

Oh, I can just show you. I have a niece--
LISA

Yeah you do! Show us!

(LISA HANDS HIM A DIAPER AND TOY BABY. SLUTTY COP TWO PUTS THE DIAPER ON IT. THE GIRLS SHOWER HIM WITH MORE MONEY.)

JENNY

So hot!

SLUTTY COP ONE

And while he’s doing that...
I’ll take my clothes off?

LISA

Oh my God, it isn’t about you!

(THE MUSIC STOPS AND THE SLUTTY COPS LOOK AT EACH OTHER.)

SLUTTY COP ONE

Well. That’s our set.

(THEY COLLECT THE BILLS AND TORN OFF CLOTHES.)

LISA

Wait! Don’t go. Whose gonna build the crib?
JENNY
Yeah. We’ll pay you extra to
build it. There are so many
parts.

(THE SLUTTY COPS LOOK AT EACH
OTHER, CONSIDERING.)

SLUTTY COP TWO
I actually have a tool belt in
the car.

SLUTTY COP ONE
You do?

SLUTTY COP TWO
Goes with my stripper
construction worker outfit.

(THE WOMEN ALL TURN TO EACH
OTHER AND SQUEAL.)

ALL WOMEN

SO HOT!

(OUT)